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Chapter 4

Finding rhythms

“In all living organization, a life needs to link with other life to form system of relationship where all individuals are better 

supported by the system they have co-created.

From these relationships,
life create systems that offer greater stability, complex diversity

and supports than one life lived alone.”
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Difficulties always comes with in an uncertain time,

a time when we all lost the sense of direction, grounding,

and connectedness.

A time when fears emerged in the circle. A faith, believe, or common 

value in community have been tested, questioned.

In this situation,

as a leader or a member of community,

how we can hold our consciousness

to be in the presence and gently touch our vulnerability,

others vulnerability.

This is the flow of living rhythms
in a living organization, which somehow as a leader or a member of an 

organization, we have been doing in an opposite way.
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Instead of insult the system by imposing others

what to do

where to go

with our own plans our own agendas,

how we can be more still

and open our sense to reconnect with others. 

 When we trust other humanness,

our heart welcomes the surprise.

We will curious about our difference of meanings,

viewpoints,

answers to difficult solutions.

We will delight in our inventiveness.

When we nurture each other,

we also connect the one another.

We hold the beautiful story and its promise of becoming future.

If we can carry this trust
of others humanness within you.
You will find the human spirit
and the new story if new creation
starts to begin.      



Difficulties always comes with in an uncertain time,

a time when we all lost the sense of direction, grounding,

and connectedness.

A time when fears emerged in the circle. A faith, believe, or common 

value in community have been tested, questioned.

In this situation,

as a leader or a member of community,

how we can hold our consciousness

to be in the presence and gently touch our vulnerability,

others vulnerability.

This is the flow of living rhythms
in a living organization, which somehow as a leader or a member of an 

organization, we have been doing in an opposite way.

These are the questions
that we might ask ourself when facing the difficulty in any organization we belong.

How about we calling the circle of members

who sometime know the best from where they are ?

How can we allow our faith, our organization’s capacity and intelligence

to be tested, to be failed, to be pressured the an occurring problems ?

How we can resist our temptation to fall back on an old system, 

an old structure that might not work well as before ?

How can we trust others, trusting their role, their ability,

their sense to cope with uncertainty ?

How do we acknowledge that everyone

is a potential creators ?

How we can be a leader or a member of organization

that co-create the conditions in such trust can be grow ?

How do we create a condition

that nurture the spirit of an individual cell

by following different paths ?

How we can feel those spirit in ourself,

in others, in us that always seeking to express itself

in order to find the rhythms and flow

in the bigger living pattern together ?

How can we hold an intentionof our organization, how we can be confident

in our organization’s intelligence that represent

an all individual’s capacity to be alive in any circumstance ?
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 In finding your own answers within your inner wisdom,we would like to invite you take time to contemplate these set
of questions from your own experiences or your life’s story. An honest answer that guides you to an edge of chaos, an edge of becoming from an unknown to be 

known, an edge as an area of connecting new relationship rather than a boundary line separate between inside and outside, an edge that befriend with you to welcom-

ing change by your own pace. 
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How you feel when facing

an uncertain situation ?

.

How you go through that situation ? 

and what an inner quality

you are holding ?  

.

What the supports you got

from other ?

How it help to support you ? 

On an Uncertain Situation On Welcoming Change
and Resistance to Change

On Trusting
of Humanness

On the State
of Unknown to Be Known

…

Have you be aware of your 

consciousness in the moments of 

welcoming change 

or resistance of change ?  

.

In such an ambiguous situation, 

how you resist to the change ?, 

what it is an outcome ?

.

And in the similar situation, how 

you welcome change ?, 

what it is an outcome ?

…

Have you ever trust or

been trusted by another ?

.

In those moment, how you feel ?

.

How you can cultivate

your sense of humanness

to feel other’s humanness ?

What are the feelings within you 

when you have to be with an 

unknown situation ?

.

What happen if you can extend the 

moment to be there ? 

.

What you can learn from the 

moment of being there ?



…

Have you be aware of your 

consciousness in the moments of 

welcoming change 

or resistance of change ?  

.

In such an ambiguous situation, 

how you resist to the change ?, 

what it is an outcome ?

.

And in the similar situation, how 

you welcome change ?, 

what it is an outcome ?

And after you do this exercise with your own,
we would like you to be a host to hold an ambience for this dialogue with your friends, your community’s 

member who you care about them, your partners, or your colleague.

The flow and energy from this “calling the circle” will find you the rhythms of holding.  

Take your time to sinking in with those sharing stories, contemplate, and reflect what we found out

or discover to each other with sense of gratitude. to live their life.  
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